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The D614G Mutation is Almost Always Observed 
with Three Other Mutations

● In March of 2020, the D614G mutation was observed globally and quickly 
became the dominant form of the SARS-CoV-2 virus

● The D614G mutation increases the flexibility of the SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein and has the ability to influence the dynamics of the fusion peptide
○ D614G is just a part of the story

● Four mutations comprise a “genetically linked haplotype” (Korber et al., 2020)
○ C241T (UTR)
○ C3,037T (silent mutation)
○ C14,408T (RdRp)
○ A23,403G (D614G)

● Global sequences: CCCA -> TTTG
● In some cases TTCG and CCCG  sequences have been observed
● Did each mutation of the genetically linked haplotype arise independently, 

and if so, in what order?



The Effects and Locations of these Four Mutations

C241T

❏ Located in the SARS-CoV-2 5′UTR
❏ May effect secondary RNA structure 

❏ Influences the rate of RNA replication  (Kim et al., 
2020)

C3037T

❏ Located in Nsp3
❏ Silent mutation 

C14,408T 

❏ Located in RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase

❏ Missense mutation
❏ Proline to leucine at position 

323 (P323L) in RdRp protein
❏ Likely to have mutations in the 

membrane (M) and envelope (E) 
proteins (Ugurel et al., 2020)

A23,403G

❏ D614G substitution on S protein

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmicb.2020.01800/full#B16
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmicb.2020.01800/full#B16


Regions Across the World Experienced Switch to 
G614 Dominance at Different Times

Feb 20

● Frequency switchover date 
○ Asia- Feb 11
○ North America- Feb 20

● This informed collection date 
periods to be considered 
when compiling sequences



The Sequences were Collected and a Sequence 
Alignment and Phylogenetic Tree were Generated. 

- 48 sequences were collected from the NCBI sequence and NCBI virus 
Sequence database.

- 12 Sequences were collected from China; 12 before 2/11 and 12 after 2/11
- 12 sequences were collected from the US; 12 before 2/20 and 12 after 2/20

- The sequences were aligned using  EMBL clustal omega sequence 
aligner tool and a phylogenetic tree was generated using the same tool. 

- The mutation locations were observed in all the sequences observing 
the:

- C to T mutation at the 3037 nucleotide location
- C to T mutation at the 14,408 nucleotide location
- A to G at the 23, 403 nucleotide location
- C to T at the 241 nucleotide location



Sequence Alignment Showing the C241T and C3037T Mutation 



Sequence Alignment Showing the C14,408T and C23,403T 
Mutation 



● ~55% of the sequences were CCCA
● ~44% of the sequences were TTTG, 

TNTG, or NTTG
● ~1% of the sequences were NCTA
● The sequence alignment results provide 

support for the “genetically linked 
haplotype” (Korber et al., 2020)

○ All four mutations arose at once
● May need more sequences to view more 

irregular mutations

The Sequence Alignment Only Yielded One 
Sequence With Irregular Mutations



Phylogenetic Tree does not Show that Sequences 
collected Around the Same Time in the Same location 

have the Nearest Common Ancestor. 

- Some sequences collected from the same area and 
time are grouped together.

- No clear trends are observable. 



CCCA Variant is Dominant Strain in China While TTTG is 
Dominant in USA On Both Ends of Conversion Date

● This data is 
confounding when 
considering the 
frequency of G614 
increases to >90% after 
the conversion dates

● Spreading the range of 
collection dates could 
produce more accuracy 
of frequencies
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55 percent Sequences Collected demonstrated the 
D614 variant.

- Of the 48 Sequences collect, 26 of the sequences showed the D614 Mutation.
- The sequences were randomly collected and the variants were not searched 

for. 
- The Phylogenetic Tree did not show an overall trend with sequences collected 

from the same area and time not sharing the most common ancestor.  
- After the conversion date the G614 variant was the dominant strand.



Future Directions
● Gather more sequences and find a software that allows for the 

sequence alignment of a large number of nucleotides
○ Sequences spanning a large geography and time range
○ Limited by database and alignment software

● Utilize more automated databases and pipelines such as Korber et 
al.’s database 
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